
 
Figure 1: Gang and Criminal Network definition flow chart 
 

Criminal Network/Gang
A group of individuals involved in persistent criminality for some form of personal gain (this includes profit and/or to 
gain or demonstrate status) which is causing significant harm* to the community and/or is of cross border concern

Does the group fit the above definition?

Peer Peer 
GroupGroupDoes the group fit at least ONEof the following criteria?

Violence is limited to the pursuit of business

Activity focussed on criminal business

Ownership or control of criminal enterprise (e.g. drugs/firearms 
manufacture/importation, people trafficking, facilitation money 
laundering)
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Does the group have the following two criteria?

It has a name, recognised by members

Violence is a key element of group identity and solidarity

It may also have the following, although these are not essential

There is an identified leader

The group stakes a claim to an identified territory

The group has adopted symbols of membership (clothing/tattoos)

Group members assume collective responsibility (and collective 
honour)
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* - As defined by ACPO, ‘significant harm’ can have one or more of the following characteristics: significant profit or loss; significant impact 
upon community safety; serious violence; corruption; exercise of control.

 
 



 
 
Figure 2: Gang member and gang associate definition flow chart 
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Do/are they:
-Offend with confirmed gang members
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Gang member / gang associate

NB: “non-criminal associates” should be indicated separately


